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Beverage Equipment Systems for

OFFICE SYSTEM

Ninety-Eight percent of employees who have an espresso machine in their workplace report higher
satisfaction*. Office beverage equipment should be intuitive to operate and allow employees to
quickly and easily obtain their beverages of choice. This set of recommended equipment covers
most beverage types, is ideal for the Office channel and addresses customer demand as well as
operator efficiency.

COLD WATER

COFFEE

Serve quality coffee for any plumbing set up, environment, or service volume

SINGLE CUP
My Cafe®
MCO

Single Serve
Cartridge
Automatic
Brewer

trifecta® Air Infusion®

Provide a truly unique experience
with unfiltered Air Infusion

BEAN-TO-CUP

Keep hydrated with cold,
purified water - with an option
for long lasting sparkling water

Our single cup platforms offer high quality
beverages for every taste, using a fresh and
appealing Bean-to-Cup process

BUNN refresh®
Counter Top

Cold purified water,
dispensed sparkling or still,
no plumbing required

Crescendo®

Authentic espresso
enjoyed purely, or built
into your choice of 9
premium cafe beverages

Sure Immersion®

Cup after Cup of fresh,
expertly extracted coffee

MEDIUM VOLUME
Infusion Series®

Achieve a variety of flavor
profiles and batch options with
programmable Digital Brewer
Control, dial in your beverages
with USB recipe programming,
and tackle any environment with
versatile serving options

GRINDERS
BUNN refresh® Tower
Plumbed tap dispense

Multi Hopper

Portion controlled for the right
amount of coffee every time, with 3
batch sizes per hopper

SmartWAVE Brewers

Simple switch control office coffee
service that does not require
plumbing or special wiring

HIGH VOLUME

COLD BREW &
ICED COFFEE

Smooth cold brew and velvety nitro infusion
Titan DBC Brewers
®

V Series Brewers

Simple switch control office coffee
service that does not require
plumbing or special wiring
*NCA National Drinking Trends 2018

®

High volume solution using fresh
ground coffee and featuring
Digital Brewer Control with
portable servers

Nitron® Cold Draft Dispenser

The BUNN Nitron delivers authentic cold brew taste without a lengthy
brewing process, and the Nitro tap infuses your beverages with a
cascade of microbubbles, creating a velvety-soft mouthfeel without
milk or sugar

ESPRESSO
Sure Tamp®
Superautomatic

Simple solution for constant and consistent
espresso beverages from a sleek, compact
super-automatic

more information & product specifications bunn.com/office-system

